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Abstract The German Konjunktiv II is known for its reportative and irrealis uses.
This paper argues for a third, free factive, use which is independent of the other
two uses. Thus by uttering ‘Da wäre Saft im Kühlschrank There is.[free factive
subjunctive] juice in the fridge’ a speaker can signal that not only she is certain that
there is juice in the fridge, but also that she is offering the juice to an interlocutor. I
show that the meaning contribution of the free factive subjunctive is strictly not-at-
issue, and I develop a multi-dimensional formal semantics that captures both the
distribution of the free factive subjunctive, and its interaction with operators such as
negation and tense. The conditions of use of the construction are modelled in terms
of decision theory.

1 Introduction

The present paper is concerned with the use of the German Konjunktiv II illustrated
in (1). For simplicity, I will refer to the Konjunktiv II as a subjunctive, and I will call
this particular use the free factive subjunctive.1

(1) A: I am thirsty.
B: Ich

I
hätte
have.Konj

Saft
juice

im
in.the

Kühlschrank.
fridge

‘I have juice in the fridge.’

In the relevant reading, (1) is acceptable only in a context where the speaker is
committed to the fact that there is juice in her fridge, and moreover, uttering (1)
rather than its indicative counterpart suggests that the speaker is offering the juice
to the addressee. It is crucial to note that the relevant reading of (1) is not available
when the speaker is not sure whether there is in fact juice in her fridge, or when she

1 Note that German has two distinct forms of the subjunctive, called Konjunktiv I and Konjunktiv II,
sometimes referred to as ‘present’ subjunctive and ‘past’ subjunctive because they share morpho-
logical markers with the present tense and the past tense, respectively. The present paper will only
be concerned with the Konjunktiv II. In section 4 below it will be discussed in more detail how the
semantics of the Konjunktiv II do not contribute past reference, which is why I will not make use of
the term ‘past’ subjunctive.
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is certain that there is no juice. In this respect, the free factive use of the German
subjunctive differs from uses of the subjunctive in other languages as well as uses of
the subjunctive previously discussed in the literature.

The main point of this paper is to argue that the use illustrated in (1) is a distinct
use of the subjunctive whose meaning differs in crucial ways from that of other,
better understood uses. I will argue that the free factive use requires a distinct
semantics. To date, this use of the subjunctive is only discussed in the descriptive
literature. The present paper is the first analysis that proposes a formal semantics.

This use of the subjunctive only occurs in contexts where the speaker is fully
committed to the truth of the proposition embedded under it (the prejacent propo-
sition). Moreover it is quite productive, and it always conveys that the speaker is
mentioning some kind of ‘opportunity’.2

(2) A tour guide says to the group:
Hier
here

ginge
goes.Konj

es
it

zum
to.the

Gipfel.
summit

‘This is the way to the summit.’
{ There is an opportunity involving the fact that this is the way to the
summit.3

(3) A cashier says to the customer:
Das
this

wären
are.Konj

15
15

Euro.
euros

‘Your total is 15 Euros.’
{ There is an opportunity involving the fact that the total is 15 Euros.

This use of the subjunctive is different from two other, more familiar uses: the
reportative, illustrated in (4), and the irrealis one, illustrated in (5).

(4) Charlie: Bert
Bert

sagt,
says

Alex
Alex

wäre
is.KonjII

im
at.the

Kino.
cinema

Charlie: ‘Bert says Alex is at the movies.’

Reportative

2 The exact nature of this ‘opportunity’ is explored in more detail in the following sections; the
paraphrases given in the present section are meant to illustrate the intuitions accompanying the free
factive subjunctive, but they are not to be understood as an analysis in their own right.

3 Note that the arrow ‘{’ does not stand for entailment or any familiar mechanisms of conventional
implicature. For now, it represents an innocent notion of ‘the utterance also conveys’. The status of
this additional material and its exact meaning are discussed in more detail later. The rough paraphrase
presented here is meant to give only an impressionistic first glance at the contribution of the free
factive subjunctive.
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Free factive subjunctives

The intuition that Charlie, the speaker of (4), does not have to be committed to the
proposition that Alex is at the movies is well-known and frequently discussed in the
literature (Fabricius-Hansen & Sæbø 2004, Potts 2005, AnderBois 2014, Eckardt
2014, Sode 2014).

The following example illustrates an irrealis (sometimes also called counterfac-
tual) use of the subjunctive.

(5) Charlie: Oh,
oh

wenn
if

es
it

doch
Part

nur
only

geregnet
rain.Pcpl

hätte!
has.KonjII

Alles
Everything

wäre
is.KonjII

besser.
better

Alex
Alex

wäre
is.KonjII

im
at.the

Kino. . .
cinema

Charlie: ‘Oh, if only it had rained! Everything would be better. Alex would
be at the movies. . . ’

Irrealis

Again the intuition is that Charlie is not committed to the proposition that Alex is at
the movies in the actual world when uttering (5). Rather, when using the subjunctive
as opposed to the indicative, the speaker typically wants to signal that she is (at least)
uncertain about whether the prejacent proposition holds in the actual world, or is
even certain that it does not hold (there are a number of proposals for similar uses of
the subjunctive in a variety of languages, including Portner 1997, von Fintel 1998,
Matthewson 2010, Giannakidou 2013).

Intuitively it is uncontroversial that the speaker does not have to be committed to
the prejacent propositions in (4) or (5), and this can be shown clearly by following
up both utterances with with but I’m not sure or but I don’t believe it. Crucially
however, this continuation is not available for the factual, ‘opportunity’ use of the
subjunctive in (1)–(3). Thus the free factive subjunctive, unlike the other two uses,
is not compatible with speaker uncertainty about the prejacent proposition. The
speaker has to be fully committed to the truth of the prejacent in order to use a free
factive subjunctive.

To provide a complete paradigm, (6) shows that the same string that was used in
(4) and (5), namely Alex wäre im Kino ‘Alex is.subj at the movies’, can be used as a
free factive subjunctive in the right kind of context. In (6) the speaker is committed
to the truth of the prejacent.

(6) a. Bert: We need to figure out what beverages are sold in the movie
theater! Who could we ask?

b. Charlie: Alex
Alex

wäre
is.Konj

im
at.the

Kino.
movies

‘Alex is at the movies.’
{ There is an opportunity involving the fact that Alex is at the movies.
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As (4) – (6) show, the subjunctive (and even the same string, e.g. Alex wäre im Kino
‘Alex is.subj at the movies’) can be interpreted in three ways: reportatively, as an
irrealis, and with a factual ‘opportunity’ reading, depending on the context. I propose
that the factual ‘opportunity’ use is a distinct use of the subjunctive which requires
its own lexical entry and its own analysis. Moreover, I propose that a defining
characteristic of this use is that the speaker has to be committed to the truth of the
prejacent. Following Csipak (2015), I suggest to name it the free factive subjunctive,
or Ffs for short.4

Investigating this use of the subjunctive allows us to better understand the nature
of mood and its discourse function. Crucially, the present paper shows that not all
uses of the subjunctive mood can be reduced to notions of speaker uncertainty about
the prejacent proposition.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In the next section, I present
more data in order to give a more complete overview over the distribution of the
free factive subjunctive, and I introduce the elements needed for a formal analysis.
Section 3 discusses previous analyses of the subjunctive. From the discussion of
the data in section 2 it will follow immediately that none of these accounts can be
extended to capture the free factive use of the subjunctive, since they hardwire into
the semantics that the speaker does not have to be committed to the truth of the
prejacent. The free factive subjunctive, on the other hand, can be defined as requiring
exactly this commitment on the part of the speaker. Section 4 contains my proposal
for an analysis, and section 5 concludes.

2 The distribution of the free factive subjunctive

The free factive subjunctive is a very productive form: it can occur with both syn-
thetic and analytic forms of the subjunctive (illustrated in (7) and (8), respectively),
as well as in a number of contexts such as embedded under past tense as in (9),
questions as in (10), and conditionals as in (11) and (12).

(7) Ich
I

hätte
have.Konj

Saft
juice

im
in.the

Kühlschrank.
fridge

‘I have juice in the fridge.’

Synthetic

{ There is an opportunity involving the fact that I have juice in the fridge.

(8) Ich
I

würde
would

am
at.the

Rathaus
city.hall

vorbeikommen.
pass

4 Technically, the term unembedded factual subjunctive would be more appropriate since the speaker
actually has to be committed to the truth of the prejacent itself, but I will stick with the term free
factive subjunctive.
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Free factive subjunctives

‘I am passing city hall.’

Analytic

{ There is an opportunity involving the fact that I am passing city hall.’

(9) Da
there

wäre
is.Ffs

Saft
juice

im
in.the

Kühlschrank
fridge

gewesen.
be.Pcpl

‘There was juice in the fridge.’

Past

{ There was an opportunity involving the fact that there was juice in the
fridge.’

(10) Wäre
is.Ffs

Saft
juice

im
in.the

Kühlschrank?
fridge

‘Is there juce in the fridge?’

Question

{ Is there an opportunity connected to a (positive) answer to the question
of whether there is juice in the fridge?

Free factive subjunctives can also occur in conditionals, with some limitations that
follow from the kind of meaning the Ffs conveys. When the Ffs occurs in the
consequent, the interpretation is a biscuit conditional since the speaker is taken to be
committed to the Ffs’s prejacent, viz. (11).

(11) Context: A is welcoming B at home.
A: Wenn

if
du
you

Durst
thirst

hast,
have

dann
then

wäre
is.Ffs

da
there

Saft
juice

im
in.the

Kühlschrank.
fridge

‘If you are thirsty, there is juice in the fridge.’
{ If you are thirsty, there is an opportunity connected to the fact that there
is juice in the fridge.

When the free factive subjunctive occurs in the antecedent, it is in the context of a
factual conditional. (The hallmark of a free factive subjunctive is that the speaker
is committed to the truth of the prejacent. The only time a speaker is taken to be
committed to the truth of the antecedent of a conditional is in a factual conditional,
see Iatridou (1991).)

(12) Context: The waiter has just announced that the special is gilthead.
Wenn
if

es
it

Dorade
gilthead

gäbe,
gives.Ffs

dann
then

nehme
take

ich
I

die.
that

‘If there is gilthead, I will have that.’

Conditional

{ There is an opportunity connected to the fact that if there is gilthead, the
speaker chooses that.

The previous section has already pointed to a difference between the free factive use
of the subjunctive and its other uses: free factive uses are incompatible with contexts
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where the speaker is not committed to the truth of the prejacent, making it similar to
indicative utterances, witness (16).

(13) A: I am thirsty!
B: Da

there
ist/
is.Ind/

wäre
is.Ffs

Saft
juice

im
in.the

Kühlschrank,
fridge

# aber
but

ich
I

bin
am

nicht
not

sicher,
sure

ob
whether

Alex
Alex

ihn
it

ausgetrunken
finish.Pcpl

hat.
has

intended: ‘There is juice in the fridge but I am not sure whether Alex
finished it.’

Both the indicative and the free factive subjunctive are taken to signal that the speaker
is in fact committed to the truth of the proposition; uttering material contradicting
this needs to be marked as a revision of beliefs.

(14) B’: Da
there

ist/
is

wäre
is

Saft
juice

im
in.the

Kühlschrank.
fridge

Ach
oh

nein,
no

es
it

kann
can

sein,
be

dass
that

Alex
Alex

ihn
it

ausgetrunken
finish.Pcpl

hat.
has

‘There is juice in the fridge. Oh wait! It’s possible that Alex finished it.’

These data suggest that the free factive subjunctive is in fact quite similar to the
indicative, which of course raises the question where the differences lie. The rest of
this section gives an overview over differences in the distribution between utterances
containing the free factive subjunctive and their indicative counterparts. It will be
shown that unlike indicatives, free factive subjunctives are only acceptable if two
special conditions hold true of the context of utterance: free factive subjunctives are
only acceptable if there is a salient decision problem, and if the prejacent proposition
identifies a salient action alternative with respect to this decision problem.

2.1 The existence of a salient decision problem

Unlike indicatives, free factive subjunctives can only be used if the context contains a
salient decision problem. For now, this notion will be used informally. We will only
assume that a decision problem involves deciding between several action alternatives.
The agent has particular preferences and makes assumptions about probabilities,
and both of these play a role in the decision making process. For a more detailed
rendering of the free factive subjunctive in decision theoretic terms, see the appendix.

(15) Context: A and B are discussing their immediate plans. B mentions she is
thirsty.
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Free factive subjunctives

A: Da
there

wäre
is.Ffs

Saft
juice

im
in.the

Kühlschrank.
fridge

‘There is juice in the fridge.’
{ There is an opportunity involving the fact that there is juice in the
fridge.5

Intuitively, the interlocutors will interpret A’s utterance in (15) as a recommendation
for B to get the juice from the fridge and drink it. In the preceding discourse, B
explicitly mentioned that she is thirsty, and the salient decision problem is: how can
B get something to drink? A’s utterance helps solve this particular decision problem.
Note that A could also use the indicative in the context of (15), illustrated in (16).

(16) A’: Da
there

ist
is.Ind

Saft
juice

im
in.the

Kühlschrank.
fridge

‘There is juice in the fridge.’

The indicative utterance in (16) also allows B to infer that she could have some juice
after getting it from the fridge.

So in the given context, both an indicative and a free factive subjunctive utterance
of the prejacent there is juice in the fridge are acceptable, and both can help B to
solve the decision problem.

The goal now is to show ways in which (15) and (16) differ. While the free
factive subjunctive requires a decision problem in order to be acceptable and its
‘opportunity’ component is part of its semantics, the indicative utterance in (16)
merely suggests an ‘opportunity’ component via Gricean reasoning. To tease apart
this difference, consider the following context where there is no salient decision
problem. In this context, the indicative is acceptable; there is simply no Gricean
reasoning that suggests an ‘opportunity’ component, viz. (17). The free factive
subjunctive is unacceptable in the same context, as shown in (18).

(17) Context: A and B are comparing the amount of clutter in their apartments.
In particular, A is listing all of his possessions, including the contents of his
fridge.
A: Da

there
ist
is.Ind

Saft
juice

im
in.the

Kühlschrank.
fridge

‘There is juice in the fridge.’

The context does not provide a salient decision problem; that is, no one is wondering
what to do. Note that importantly A’s utterance is not odd or surprising in this

5 Note that nothing hinges on the presence of the particle da ‘there’. All sentences presented here are
equally acceptable with the expletive subject es ‘it’: they are simply presented with da for consistency.
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context. In fact, A’s contribution is relevant to the topic at hand in the context of (17)
since it contributes an answer to the goal of the conversation, which is to establish
what is in A’s fridge. Thus both a relevance theoretic approach along the lines of
van Rooij (2004) and a Question Under Discussion approach in the sense of Roberts
(2012) would correctly predict that the indicative utterance is interpretable in this
context.

In the same context, however, the free factive subjunctive utterance is unaccept-
able, as seen in (18).

(18) A’: #Da
there

wäre
is.Ffs

Saft
juice

im
in.the

Kühlschrank.
fridge

intended: ‘There is juice in the fridge.’

The fact that the free factive subjunctive, unlike the indicative, is unacceptable in
this context show that mere relevance is not what makes the free factive subjunctive
acceptable. A decision problem is needed.

The present paper will not shed much more light on the question of what con-
stitutes a decision problem, except for observing the contrast illustrated below.
Intuitively we assume that a decision problem requires that an agent has a choice
between at least two action alternatives. Thus it comes as a bit of a surprise that the
free factive subjunctive is available in contexts where there seems to be only one
choice.

(19) Context: A and B come home late at night. B is hungry.
A: Das

the
einzige
unique

Essen
food

wäre
is.Ffs

die
the

Pizza
pizza

im
in.the

Kühlschrank.
fridge

‘The only food is the pizza in the fridge.’
{ There is an opportunity involving the fact that the only available
food is the pizza in the fridge.

In (19) A explicitly states that there is only one type of food available, so we might
conclude that B only has one action alternative. And yet the free factive subjunctive
is acceptable. But this is because B still has to make a choice: eat the pizza (the
only available food), or not eat anything at all. Thus, the context in (19) presents
a decision problem for B (from A’s point of view).6 In a context where not eating
anything at all means certain death (that is, where the agent does not really have a
choice), the free factive subjunctive is odd, cf. (20).

6 Crucially we are not concerned with what action alternatives B is entertaining prior to A’s utterance;
see also the context in (20).
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Free factive subjunctives

(20) Context: A and B come home late at night. B is diabetic and has to eat
something.
A: Das

the
einzige
unique

Essen
food

ist/
is.Ind

*wäre
is.Ffs

die
the

Pizza
pizza

im
in.the

Kühlschrank.
fridge

‘The only food is the pizza in the fridge.’

In this context, B does not have a choice between eating or not eating (or rather,
choosing not to eat would be committing suicide). This means that B in (20) does
not really face a decision problem. As predicted the free factive subjunctive is not
acceptable in this context.

In sum, free factive subjunctives are acceptable when there is a salient decision
problem in the context, but they are unacceptable when there is no decision problem.
The nature of the decision problem can remain quite vague. Moreover, the agent
of the decision problem can be the speaker, the addressee, or a third person who
does not have to be present during the conversation. When the agent of the decision
problem differs from the speaker, the speaker may be mistaken about whether the
decision problem actually exists. For example, in a context where the addressee
has just come home, the speaker might utter there is.Ffs juice in the fridge. For the
speaker it is possible (or even likely) that the addressee is thirsty and is wondering
what to drink. The addressee herself might not be thirsty at all. This kind of fact in
the world does not influence the felicity of the Ffs.

However, once the speaker is aware that the addressee is not thirsty, a free factive
subjunctive utterance is no longer appropriate, and uttering one is unacceptable.

(21) A: I just had a lot of water. I won’t need to drink anything for the next
hour!

B: #Da wäre Saft im Kühlschrank.
there is.Ffs juice in.the fridge
B: ‘There is juice in the fridge.’
{ There is an opportunity connected to the fact that there is juice in
the fridge.

The indicative equivalent, on the other hand, is perfectly acceptable in the context
of A’s utterance in (21). Unlike the free factive subjunctive, it is also acceptable
in an elaborated context where A says she is not thirsty, and then B explains that
the fridge broke and the interlocutors should quickly consume its contents before
they go bad. In such a context, the indicative is perfectly acceptable, but the free
factive subjunctive is not. Again this is because there is no salient decision problem.
We conclude that free factive subjunctives always require the presence of a salient
decision problem, and the absence of such a salient decision problem is what makes
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(21) odd. Thus we can formulate the generalization on the use of free factive
subjunctives given in (22).

(22) Condition 1: Free factive subjunctives are only acceptable if there is a
salient decision problem in the context.

There has been a growing interest in the interplay between decision theory and
meaning, especially in the question of whether elements of decision theory can be
part of natural language expressions. While much of this literature has focused on
the modal domain, see a.o. Carr (2012), von Fintel (2012a), Cariani et al. (2013),
Charlow (2013), and Rubinstein (2013), there has also been some work on the way
decision theory can be used to analyze the meaning of expressive elements such as
discourse particles (Davis 2009). Like many of the authors mentioned, I assume that
decision theoretic notions can be part of natural language, and I take the examples
above to be convincing evidence of this fact.

2.2 Identifying a ‘productive’ action alternative

The second condition on the use of the free factive subjunctive is that the prejacent
identify a ‘productive’ action alternative. Importantly, the present section has to
ignore prosodic effects. All examples are meant to be uttered with neutral stress,
and judgments are recorded regarding neutral stress.7 Consider a context where it
is common ground that A needs to buy a beautiful dress for a fancy dress party. In
such a context, B can hold up a beautiful dress and use a free factive subjunctive, as
in (23).

(23) A is searching for a beautiful dress for a party.
B: Das

this
wäre
is.Ffs

ein
a

hübsches
pretty

Kleid.
dress

‘This is a beautiful dress.’
{ There is an opportunity connected to the fact that this is a pretty
dress.

The context in (23) makes salient a decision problem: A must choose which dress to
buy. Intuitively, B’s utterance identifies one action alternative: namely, that A buy
the dress that B is holding up. The free factive subjunctive is acceptable. When B’s
utterance fails to identify a particular action alternative, the free factive subjunctive
is odd, as in (24) and (25).

7 Some of the examples improve with stress on particular elements. Investigating these effects is
beyond the scope of the present paper, but a fruitful starting point for further work.
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Free factive subjunctives

(24) A is searching for a beautiful dress for a party.
B’: #Das

this
wäre
is.Ffs

kein
no

schönes
pretty

Kleid.
dress

(intended:) ‘This is not a pretty dress.’

(25) A is searching for a beautiful dress for a party.
B”:#Das

this
wäre
is.Ffs

ein
an

hässliches
ugly

Kleid.
dress

(intended) ‘This is an ugly dress.’

By pointing out dresses which are not beautiful as in (24) and (25), B fails to identify
a particular action alternative.8 The free factive subjunctive is not compatible with
merely excluding an action alternative; the speaker needs to actually identify one
that she believes will lead to a satisfying outcome.

One might assume that free factive subjunctives simply resist co-occurring with
negation, as in (24), or even negative elements such as ugly as in (25). But this is
not the case: In a context where a proposition with a negative predicate or a negated
proposition identifies one particular action alternative, the free factive subjunctive is
in fact acceptable.

(26) A is searching for an ugly dress for a fancy dress party.
B: X Das

this
wäre
is.Ffs

ein
an

hässliches
ugly

Kleid.
dress

‘This is an ugly dress.’
{ There is an opportunity connected to the fact that this is an ugly
dress.

As expected, the sentential negation with nicht ‘not’ is acceptable in a context where
the negated proposition identifies a particular action alternative.

(27) Context: A needs to work from home and finds it difficult to work in a
messy space.
B: In

in
der
the

Küche
kitchen

wäre
is.Ffs

es
it

nicht
not

dreckig.
dirty

‘It is not dirty in the kitchen.’
{ There is an opportunity connected to the fact that it is not dirty in
the kitchen.

8 Note that B’s utterances count as relevant to the decision problem under a definition of relevance
along the lines of van Rooij & Benz 2007, which requires merely that it causes a change in the
expected utility of one action alternative. B’s utterances cause the action alternative choose this dress
to receive a lower expected utility, thus making them relevant in van Rooij’s sense.
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Examples like (27) show that it is not the presence of negation that causes the free
factive subjunctive to be odd, but contexts in which the prejacent proposition does
not identify a ‘productive’ action alternative.

Finally, to illustrate what it means to be a ‘productive’ action alternative, consider
the exchange in (28).

(28) Context: A is on a diet.
A: I am hungry!
B: #Du wärst auf Diät.

you are.Ffs on.a diet
intended: ‘You are on a diet.’

Speaker A in (28) clearly has a decision problem (namely, what should I eat). B’s
utterance identifies the action alternative eat nothing, but the free factive subjunctive
is not acceptable while its indicative equivalent is. The free factive subjunctive
requires that the prejacent proposition make salient a particular kind of action
alternative: one that will help the agent. Thus we can formulate a second condition
on the use of free factive subjunctives, viz. (29).

(29) Condition 2: The free factive subjunctive can only occur in contexts where
it identifies a ‘productive’ action alternative.

We observe that free factive subjunctives are acceptable exactly in those contexts
that fulfill both Condition 1 und 2.

2.3 The contribution of the free factive subjunctive

The previous section has identified two conditions on the context that need to be
satisfied for the free factive subjunctive to occur, namely the existence of a salient
decision problem and of a ‘productive’ action alternative. Below, these conditions
will be spelled out as presuppositions.

Additionally, the free factive subjunctive makes a further contribution to the
meaning of the utterance it occurs in. This contribution does not alter the truth
conditions of its prejacent but adds further not-at-issue content.

So far, the contribution of the free factive subjunctive to the utterance that it
occurs in has been paraphrased as ‘there is an opportunity connected to the fact
that p’. More specifically, I suggest that when licensed, the free factive subjunctive
contributes the following not-at-issue content: ‘there are worlds that are optimal
with respect to the agent’s decision problem in which the agent chooses the action
alternative made salient by the prejacent proposition p’. Consider again the familiar
example in (30).
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Free factive subjunctives

(30) Da
there

wäre
is.Konj

Saft
juice

im
in.the

Kühlschrank.
fridge

‘There is juice in the fridge.’

The truth conditional content of the prejacent proposition is there is juice in the
fridge, i.e., the sentence is true exactly in those worlds where there is in fact juice
in the (interlocutors’) fridge at the time of the utterance. This means that the truth
conditional content of the free factive (30) is in fact identical to that of its indicative
counterpart. The free factive subjunctive adds two presuppositions: the context has
to be one where the addressee has a decision problem, and where the proposition
there is juice in the fridge identifies a productive action alternative for this decision
problem. A possible decision problem is that the addressee is looking for something
to drink, and the proposition there is juice in the fridge identifies the action alternative
‘get some juice from the fridge’.
The additional not-at-issue meaning component that the speaker is committed to,
by virtue of uttering the free factive subjunctive utterance in (30) rather than its
indicative counterpart, is the following: there are some worlds that are optimal with
respect to the addressee’s decision problem (of what to drink) where the addressee
chooses the action alternative ‘get some juice from the fridge’. This notion will be
spelled out formally in section 4.

One can see that the not-at-issue meaning component described above arises
whenever the free factive subjunctive is used on the basis of ??, where it is unwanted
and needs to be removed by the speaker.

(31) A is hosting a party. It is late and the guests have consumed all of the
beverages that A set out. They are now swarming out in the house looking
for more.
A: Da

there
wäre
is.Ffs

zwar
Prt

Sekt
in.the

im
basement

Keller,
but

aber
it

der
is

ist
for

für
new-year’s-eve

Silvester
reserve.Pcpl

reserviert.

‘There is prosecco in the basement, but it is reserved for New Year’s
Eve.’

Here, the first part of A’s utterance contains a free factive subjunctive: there is
prosecco in the basement, and getting the prosecco is an action alternative that is
among the optimal ones for A’s guests. However, in the second part of the utterance,
A excludes the actual world as one in which the guests carry out that particular
action alternative.
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Importantly this meaning component of the free factive subjunctive gives rise
to the following implicature: not all the worlds that are optimal with respect to the
agent’s decision problem have to be those where the agent chooses the salient action
alternative. This is reflected in the paraphrase ‘there is an opportunity connected to
p’, and it also corresponds to the intuitions reported in the literature which describe
the effect of the Ffs as tentative and polite. The example in (30) is compatible
with the speaker believing that there are equally good worlds where the addressee
quenches her thirst by drinking water or getting a beer.

Following Potts (2005, 2007), Simons et al. (2010) and Tonhauser et al. (2013),
I assume that content can be either at-issue or not-at-issue. At-issue material is what
the utterance is about; it is part of the truth conditions. At-issue material can also be
negated or be the target of a simple denial.

Not-at-issue material cannot be negated, and it cannot be the target of a simple
denial. There are different types of not-at-issue material, and they differ in whether
they affect the truth conditions of the proposition they occur with. Presuppositions
affect the truth conditions: if they are not met, the proposition cannot receive a
truth value. Other not-at-issue material such as conventional implicatures do not
interact with the truth conditions in any way. Both types of not-at-issue material
are part of the meaning of the free factive subjunctive: it introduces presuppositions
and additionally conveys content that is closer to conventional implicatures (CIs)
in nature. Because the tests for CI-hood are difficult to apply to the free factive
subjunctive, I do not claim that the free factive subjunctive introduces CIs. Rather I
will refer to this as the not-at-issue ‘meaning contribution’, while the presuppositions
function as conditions on the felicitous use of the Ffs.

First I show that the free factive subjunctive does not contribute to the at-issue
truth conditional meaning of the utterance: it can neither be negated, (32), nor be the
target of a simple denial, (35).

(32) Es
it

ist
is

nicht
not

der
the

Fall,
case

dass
that

Saft
juice

im
in.the

Kühlschrank
fridge

wäre.
is.Ffs

‘It is not the case that there is juice in the fridge.’

In (32) the negation is located in the matrix clause, whereas the Ffs is located in
the complement clause. This ensures that the negation has wide scope over the
material in the complement clause. If the meaning contribution of the Ffs was
truth-conditional, it should therefore be negated in (32). The complement clause of
(32) has the meaning paraphrased in (33).

(33) There is juice in the fridge, and among the optimal worlds with respect to
the decision problem, there are those where the agent performs the action
alternative made salient by the proposition that there is juice in the fridge.
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Free factive subjunctives

Thus, a wide-scope negation such as in (32) should be able to target either one of the
conjuncts in (33). Crucially, the following reading for (32) should be available:

(34) There is juice in the fridge, and all worlds which are optimal with respect
to the decision problem are worlds where the agent does not perform the
action alternative made salient by the proposition that there is juice in the
fridge.

That is, (32) should have a reading where the speaker conveys that there is juice in
the fridge, but that the addressee should not drink it. This reading is unavailable.
The only available reading of (32) is that there is no juice in the fridge.

The meaning contribution of free factive subjunctives can also not be targeted by
a simple denial, witness (35).

(35) A: Da
there

wäre
is.Ffs

Saft
juice

im
in.the

Kühlschrank.
fridge

‘There is juice in the fridge.’
{ There is an opportunity connected to the fact that there is juice in
the fridge.

B: Nein.
‘No.’

Again speaker B’s denial can only target the question of whether there is juice in the
fridge. If the free factive subjunctive was available to be the target of a denial, there
should be a reading where B accepts A’s assertion that there is juice in the fridge,
and only wants to deny that there is an opportunity connected to this fact. Again this
is not an available reading.

Thus the ‘meaning contribution’ of the free factive subjunctive is indeed not-
at-issue, as it cannot be targeted by negation or direct denial. I now show that the
conditions of use formulated in (22) and (29) pass the ‘family of sentences’ test for
presuppositions (Chierchia & McConnell-Ginet 1990). They survive under negation,
in questions, and with modal expressions.

First we consider negation. With (36) the speaker expresses that there is no juice
in the fridge, but there is a salient decision problem that could be solved if there
was. Thus, the presupposition that there is a salient decision problem survives under
negation.

(36) Es
it

ist
is

nicht
not

der
the

Fall,
case

dass
that

Saft
juice

im
in.the

Kühlschrank
fridge

wäre.
is.Ffs

‘It is not the case that there is juice in the fridge.’
{There is an opportunity connected to the case where there is juice in the
fridge.
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The question in (37) can also only be used in a context where there is a salient
decision problem. Because the speaker is asking a question, it is easy to locate
the decision problem with herself: she is interested in knowing the contents of the
fridge to solve her own decision problem of getting a drink. (37) cannot be used to
ask whether anyone has a decision problem. The sentence radical (in this case the
positive answer) highlights an action alternative.

(37) Wäre
is.Ffs

auch
also

Saft
juice

im
in.the

Kühlschrank?
fridge

‘Is there also juice in the fridge?’
{ There is an opportunity connected to the question whether there is juice
in the fridge.

(38) contains the modal expression wahrscheinlich ‘probably’, and it is only accept-
able in a context where there is a salient decision problem, and where the proposition
there is probably juice in the fridge highlights an action alternative for that decision
problem.

(38) Da
there

wäre
is.Ffs

wahrscheinlich
probably

Saft
juice

im
in.the

Kühlschrank.
fridge

‘There is probably juice in the fridge.’
{ There is an opportunity connected to the fact that there is probably juice
in the fridge.

Finally, it is well-known that the antecedents of a conditional can block presupposi-
tions (they act as a ‘filter’; see Karttunen 1974 and much subsequent work). This is
also the case for free factive subjunctives, as is shown in (11), repeated here as (39).

(39) Context: A is welcoming B at home.
A: Wenn

if
du
you

Durst
thirst

hast,
have

dann
then

wäre
is.Ffs

da
there

Saft
juice

im
in.the

Kühlschrank.
fridge

‘If you are thirsty, there is juice in the fridge.’
{ If you are thirsty, there is an opportunity connected to the fact that there
is juice in the fridge.

The antecedent of (39) spells out that there is an opportunity connected to the fact
that there is juice in the fridge in case the addressee is thirsty.

In sum, Conditions 1 and 2 act like presuppositions as they survive in the contexts
identified in the ‘family of sentences’ test.

The present section has shown that the free factive subjunctive can only occur in
a narrow, but well-defined set of contexts, and that it has a well-defined meaning. I
now turn to the literature on subjunctives to show that none of the existing analyses
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can quite capture its distribution. I will conclude that a new analysis for the free
factive subjunctive is needed, and section 4 will spell out my proposal. In the
paraphrases used so far, the contribution of the free factive subjunctive has been
discussed in terms of an ‘opportunity’: it adds the information that somehow there is
an opportunity connected to the prejacent. My proposal will spell out exactly how
this is done.

3 Differentiating the Ffs from other uses of the subjunctive

3.1 The reportative subjunctive

The German subjunctive has a reportative use; it marks the prejacent as the object of
a report.

(40) Maria sagt, Alex hat/habe/hätte Kopfschmerzen.
‘Maria says Alex has.Ind/has.KonjI/says.KonjII a headache.’

Note that the speaker herself does not need to be committed to the truth of the
prejacent.

(41) Maria sagt, Alex hat/habe/hätte Kopfschmerzen, aber ich glaube das nicht.
‘Maria says Alex has a headache, but I don’t believe it.’

Recently this use of the German subjunctive has received a lot of attention in
the formal literature. It has been analyzed as having a reportative presupposition
(Fabricius-Hansen & Sæbø 2004), as a logophoric mood (Schlenker 2005, Eckardt
(2014), Sode 2014), as having a conventional implicature (Potts 2005), and as an
evidential (AnderBois 2014).

Some authors (e.g. Flämig 1959) propose that a speaker who chooses the Kon-
junktiv II instead of Konjunktiv I to report someone else’s utterance signals that she
herself is not committed to the reported content. Other authors believe that there
is no difference in meaning between these two options, and I will set this question
aside.

While the formal accounts for the reportative subjunctive differ quite strongly in
their analyses, they all crucially depend on one observation: the speaker herself does
not need to be committed to the truth of the prejacent, viz. (41). In all cases, this
is hardwired into the semantics assigned to the subjunctive. But remember that the
free factive subjunctive is precisely not acceptable in contexts where the speaker is
uncommitted to the truth of the prejacent proposition, viz. (42).

(42) Context: A and B are working for a pharmaceutical company.
A: We need someone to test this new painkiller on.
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B: #Alex hätte Kopfschmerzen, aber vielleicht auch nicht.
Alex has.Ffs headache but maybe also not
‘Alex has a headache, but maybe not.’

Thus none of the analyses for the reportative use of the subjunctive can be extended
to account for the free factive subjunctive without destroying their spirit.

3.2 The irrealis subjunctive

Like many other languages, German can also use the subjunctive to express weakened
epistemic commitment to the truth of the prejacent in the actual world.

(43) Context: A has just failed his theoretical driving test because he did not
study. B is only 14 and has not started preparing for the driving test yet.
B: Ich hätte den Test bestanden.
‘I would have passed the test.’

From the context in (43) it is clear that B did not pass the driving test herself; thus
she is clearly not committed to the truth of the prejacent. This can be made explicit
as in (44).

(44) B’: Ich hätte den Test bestanden, aber ich habe nicht teilgenommen.
‘I would have passed the test, but I didn’t participate.’

There are many analyses for subjunctives of this kind in different languages (mostly
in embedded position), for example Villalta (2008) for Romance, Matthewson (2010)
for St’át’imcets, and Giannakidou (2013) for Greek.

Kasper (1992) and Schueler (2008) analyze examples of the unembedded kind,
both Konjunktiv II forms and their English counterparts, and they propose that in
these cases the ‘unembedded’ utterances are actually the consequents of a hidden
counterfactual conditional.

(45) Wenn ich teilgenommen hätte, hätte ich den Test bestanden.
‘If I had participated, I would have passed the test.’

The antecedent of the hidden counterfactual is a ‘necessary precondition’ which re-
mains underspecified. Subjunctives in conditionals have also received more detailed
attention in von Stechow & Grønn (2011), von Fintel (2012b), Ippolito (2013), and
Schulz (2014), among others.

Similarly to the reportative case, the analyses all differ in the details, but they all
agree in hardwiring in the semantics for the subjunctive that the speaker need not
be committed to the truth of the prejacent. Therefore none of these analyses can be
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straightforwardly extended to account for the free factive data either. Thus nothing
stands in the way of starting from scratch to provide an analysis of the free factive
use of the subjunctive.

4 The analysis

Section 2 has shown that the free factive subjunctive occurs if two conditions are
satisfied: when there is a salient decision problem in the context, and when the
prejacent proposition identifies a productive action alternative. It has also shown the
contribution of the free factive subjunctive to not contribute to the at-issue meaning
of the utterance it occurs in. Finally, section 3 has shown that it does not make sense
to extend existing theories of the subjunctive in such a way that they can account for
the distribution of the free factive subjunctive.

The present section aims to spell out my proposal for a formal analysis of the
free factive subjunctive. I propose that free factive subjunctives operate on two
dimensions: on the truth-conditional dimension, they add presuppositions to the
truth conditions of the proposition they occur with. This makes them a partial identity
function on the truth-conditional dimension. Following Potts (2005), Simons et al.
(2010) and others, I assume that there is an independent dimension where additional
not-at-issue material is communicated, for example conventional implicatures. On
this dimension, free factive subjunctives convey that there is an opportunity of
solving the decision problem in a particular way.

4.1 Towards a formalization

As the preceding sections have shown, the free factive subjunctive contributes
presuppositions as well as not-at-issue meaning. Thus it is necessary to employ
a notation for multi-dimensional semantics. Because the free factive subjunctive
interacts compositionally with at-issue content (more specifically, it interacts with
the temporal semantics), it requires a hybrid semantics along the lines of McCready
(2010) and Gutzmann (2012, 2015).

I propose to adopt the following formalization for the meaning of the free factive
subjunctive.

(46) ~Ffs�= λp. λi.

a. presupposed: [∃ Di, ∃ap]

b. truth-conditional at-issue content: p(i)
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c. material in hybrid dimension: λw. ∃(w’,t’) ∈Optg(∩ fDi(w)): ap(w’,t’)=1∧
i≺t’.

d. material in expressive dimension: U

In prose: the free factive subjunctive is a partial function from propositions and time
intervals to truth values. It is defined only if there is a salient decision problem Di
(a decision problem D existing at a time interval i) and an action alternative ap.
The decision problem Di consists of a modal base f Di=Doxα (the largest consistent
subset of the agent’s doxastic alternatives) and a complex ordering source g.9

The action alternative ap is determined by the proposition p in the context it
occurs in via Gricean reasoning.10

To help with legibility, presuppositions will be placed in square brackets as in
(46a).

When defined, the free factive subjunctive does not contribute to the at-issue
meaning of the utterance it occurs in; thus it is a partial identity function, see
(46b). It also does not contribute anything new on the purely expressive dimension;
the symbol U is a placeholder in (46d). The main contribution of the free factive
subjunctive occurs at the hybrid level spelled out in (46c). This level allows the
computational interaction between truth-conditional at-issue material and expressive
material that is not at issue. On that dimension, it states that there is a world w’ in
which the agent performs ap at some time t’ after the time i, and this world is among
the best worlds with respect to the decision problem.

In other words, the speaker presupposes both that there is a salient decision
problem and a salient action alternative with respect to this decision problem. By
using the free factive subjunctive, the speaker is signalling that choosing this action
alternative ap is among the optimal actions for the agent. This creates the ‘tentative’
effect observed for free factive subjunctives – the speaker is not prepared to signal
that ap is the single best action alternative, but that it is among a set of ‘best’
candidates.

Modifying the temporal semantics of Kratzer (1998) I suggest to add a MoodP
between TP and AspP in order to account for the interaction of the free factive
subjunctive and tense. This move is also proposed in von Stechow & Grønn (2011)
in their account of the irrealis use of the subjunctive, which taken together with the

9 The complex ordering source g is used here for ease of exposition. Please refer to the appendix for a
more detailed discussion of the three ordering sources it consists of.

10 Note that different contexts will make different action alternatives salient. For example, when an
agent who lives in the city is hungry and someone utters there are.Ffs worms in the fridge the salient
action alternative might be to eat the worms (which will probably be rejected by the agent). During a
fishing weekend, the same utterance might trigger the salient action alternative ‘use the worms to
catch a fish’.
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present new data suggests that this is in fact the correct position for the German
subjunctive.

(47) a. Ich hätte Saft.
b. TP<s,t>•u

T

presi

MoodP<i,<s,t>>q<i,u>•U

FFS<<i,st>,<i,st>>q<<i,<s,t>>,<i,u>>•U AspP<i,<s,t>>

Aspect<<ε,<s,t>>,<i,<s,t>>> vP<ε,<s,t>>

iche v′<e,<ε<s,t>>>

v<ε,<s,t>,<e,<ε,<s,t>>>> VP<ε,<s,t>>

habe Saft

I take the semantics up until the AspP node to be uncontroversial: the compositional
meaning of ich habe Saft ‘I have juice’ at the AspP node is simply the following.

(48) ~ich habe Saft�= λi. have(juice, sp) at i.

In this example, there has been no not-at-issue material up to this point, so the
AspP node only has at-issue meaning. Its meaning is fully on the truth conditional
dimension so we do not have to worry about any other dimensions. The composition
of the free factive subjunctive with AspP, i.e., the meaning of the MoodP node, is
given in (49) – (51). To make the computation easier to read, we consider each
dimension separately, and to remind ourselves which dimension we are on, I have
added superscripts to the double brackets: ~α�tcd will denote the meaning of α on
the truth-conditional dimension; ~α�hd will denote the meaning of α on the hybrid
dimension, and ~α�ed will denote the meaning of α on the expressive dimension.
Each dimension will be discussed separately, but computation should of course occur
simultaneously.

(49) Truth-conditional dimension only
~Ffs�tcd= [∃ Di, ∃ ap] λi. p(i)
~AspP�tcd= λi. have(juice, sp) at i
~Ffs(AspP)�tcd= [∃ Di, ∃ ap] λi. have(juice, sp) at i

In prose: the truth-conditional meaning of the MoodP node combines the presup-
positions provided by the free factive subjunctive (that there is a salient decision
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problem and a unique action alternative) and the proposition that the speaker has
juice.

(50) Expressive dimension only
~Ffs�ed= U
~AspP�ed= U
~Ffs(AspP)�ed= U

In prose: neither the free factive subjunctive nor prejacent proposition contain any
material in the purely expressive dimension. Thus, the placeholder U is simply
carried along.

Finally, on the hybrid dimension, the not-at-issue meaning of the free factive
subjunctive composes with the meaning of AspP. Note that material from the truth-
conditional dimension is available for computation when necessary, as is the case
here for ~AspP�.

(51) Hybrid dimension only
~Ffs�hd= ∃(w’,t’) ∈ Optg(∩ fDi(w)): ap(w’,t’)=1∧ i≺t’
~AspP�hd= λi. have(juice, sp) at i
~Ffs(AspP)�hd= ∃(w’,t’) ∈ Optg(∩ fDi(w)):
ahave( juice,sp)(w’,t’)=1∧ i≺t’

In prose: there is a world optimal with respect to the decision problem where the
unique action alternative identified by the proposition ‘that the speaker has juice’ is
carried out at a time shortly after the time i.

The next step in the composition is for tense to interact with the semantics
given in (49) – (51). I make two assumptions about tense: first, I assume that the
subjunctive is a present tense. In this I follow von Roncador (1988) among others.
The free factive subjunctive can co-occur with markers that refer to the present tense
such as jetzt ‘now’, see (52), or gerade ‘right now’, see (53).

(52) Jetzt
Now

wäre
is.Ffs

Saft
juice

da.
there

‘Now there is juice.’
{ There is an opportunity connected to the fact that there is juice now.

(53) Ich
I

wäre
am.Ffs

gerade
right.now

an
at

der
the

Kasse.
register

‘I am at the register right now.’
{ There is an opportunity connected to the fact that I am at the register
right now.
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As (52) and (53) illustrate, the free factive subjunctive is used to co-occur with
the utterance time, and it moreover cannot be used to co-occur with a time before
the utterance time, as (54) shows.

(54) #Gestern
yesterday

wäre
is.Ffs

Saft
juice

im
in.the

Kühlschrank.
fridge

intended: ‘Yesterday there was juice in the fridge.’

Given these facts (especially the incompatibility of gestern ‘yesterday’ with the
subjunctive in (54)), I assume that the free factive subjunctive co-occurs with present
reference. The second assumption I am making is that tense is referential (following
Partee 1973 and many others), i.e., that tense refers to time intervals in a similar way
as pronouns do to individuals. Following the notation in Heim (2014) I assume the
following semantics for the present tense.

(55) ~Pres�t,g=t

This yields the following meaning of the top node in (47).

(56) Truth-conditional dimension only
~pres�tcd=t
~MoodP�tcd= [∃ Di, ∃ ap] λi. have(juice, sp) at i
~Pres(MoodP)�tcd= [∃ Di, ∃ ap] have(juice, sp) at t

In prose: The truth conditions state that when defined, ich hätte Saft means that the
speaker has juice at the time of the utterance.

We consider the hybrid dimension next. Again the material from the truth-
conditional dimension is available for computation.

(57) Hybrid dimension only
~pres�hd= t
~MoodP�hd= ∃(w’,t’) ∈ Optg(∩ fDi(w)):
ahave( juice,sp)(w’,t’)=1∧ i≺t’
~Pres(MoodP)�hd= ∃(w’,t’) ∈ Optg(∩ fDi(w)):
ahave( juice,sp)(w’,t’)=1∧ t≺t’

In prose: there is a world-time pair (w’,t’) that is optimal with respect to the decision
problem where the agent performs the action identified by the proposition that the
speaker has juice, and this happens shortly after the utterance time.

One of the rules of multi-dimensional semantics discussed in Gutzmann (2012)
is that material on the hybrid dimension is allowed to remain there as long as it is
either purely truth-conditional, or is expressive but has argument slots that need
to be filled. If neither is the case, any material that after computation has all of
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its argument slots filled and is now purely expressive is shunted to the expressive
dimension. This is the case here: after computation, the material left in (57) no
longer has any empty argument slots. It is therefore shunted to the purely expressive
dimension.

(58) Expressive dimension only, after shunting
~Pres(MoodP)�ed= ∃(w’,t’) ∈ Optg(∩ fDi(w)):
ahave( juice,sp)(w’,t’)=1∧ t≺t’

Thus the semantics provided in this section match our intuition for the meaning
of the free factive subjunctive: it is only acceptable if there is a salient decision
problem and if there is a particular salient action alternative. It then does not
contribute anything further to the truth conditions of the proposition it occurs with,
but it communicates on the not-at-issue level that there are worlds where the agent
performs the action made salient by the utterance, and that these worlds are among
the optimal worlds with respect to the decision problem.

The remaining two chapters of this section will be spent on the interaction
of the free factive subjunctive and negation and tense, in particular past tense,
respectively. The analysis so far is very complex, and perhaps it appears overly so.
The systematic interaction with operators such as negation and past reference shows
that the contribution of the free factive subjunctive needs to be part of the semantics,
and that it is not a pragmatic effect somehow bound by the immediate utterance
situation. The analysis presented here is able to account for these interactions in a
structured way.

4.2 The free factive subjunctive and negation

As illustrated in section 2, the meaning contribution of the free factive subjunctive
cannot be negated. Nevertheless, the free factive subjunctive and negation interact in
a systematic way. There are two scopal configurations that are predicted to exist,
namely the negation scoping over the Ffs as in (59) and the Ffs scoping over the
negation as in (60). The proposal as it is presented in the previous section makes
different predictions for the semantics of the two configurations, which correspond
to the empirical differences in meaning that we find.

(59) a. It is not the case that I have.Ffs juice in the fridge.
b. Neg(Ffs(p))

(60) a. I have.Ffs no juice in the fridge.
b. Ffs(Neg(p))
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Let us first consider the wide negation in (59). Assuming as we did in section 2 that
we can ensure the negation to take widest scope by placing it in a matrix clause, we
assume that (61) can only be interpreted with the Ffs scoping under negation, i.e.,
corresponding to the configuration in (59).

(61) Es
it

ist
is

nicht
not

der
the

Fall,
case

dass
that

ich
I

Saft
juice

im
in.the

Kühlschrank
fridge

hätte.
have.Ffs

‘It is not the case that I have juice in the fridge.’

For simplicity, I assume that the meaning of es ist nicht der Fall ‘it is not the case’ is
simply logical negation, ¬. Then the following structure is a simplified representation
of the structure of (61) .

(62) a. Es ist nicht der Fall, dass ich Saft hätte.
b. CP

¬ CP

Cdass TP<s,t>•u

T

presi

MoodP<i,<s,t>>q<i,u>•U

FFS<<i,st>,<i,st>>q<<i,<s,t>>,<i,u>>•U AspP<i,<s,t>>

ich habe Saft

Crucially, the contribution of the free factive subjunctive never encounters the
negation. It starts out in the MoodP of the complement clause. Not-at-issue material
remains in the hybrid dimension, available for computation, until all of its variables
are filled. For the free factive subjunctive, this is the case at the TP node of the
embedded CP. At this time, the not-at-issue material is shunted to the expressive
dimension and is no longer available for computation. Crucially, the negative
operator ¬ has not yet entered the computation at this point, meaning that the free
factive subjunctive cannot combine with it.

But this means that the expressive meaning of (61) is identical to the expressive
meaning of its non-negated counterpart (47). Both express that there are optimal
worlds with respect to the salient decision problem in which the agent performs
the action made salient by ‘I have juice’. But unlike in the non-negated (47), the
truth-conditional material in (61) then goes on to encounter a negation. Thus, the
action alternative (of drinking juice from the fridge) is presented as one of the
optimal solutions to the decision problem, while at the truth-conditional level, the
existence of juice in the fridge is negated. A simplified paraphrase would be, ‘there
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is an opportunity connected to me having juice, but I don’t have juice in the actual
world’.

The scope configuration of (60) yields a very different interpretation. In short,
because the negation falls in the scope of the Ffs, the negated proposition as a whole
serves as the basis for making an action alternative salient. Thus the contribution of
the Ffs could be paraphrased as ‘there is an opportunity connected to the fact that I
don’t have juice’. This is the interpretation of (63).11

(63) Ich
I

hätte
have.Ffs

keinen
no

Saft
juice

im
in.the

Kühlschrank.
fridge

‘I have no juice in the fridge.’

(63) is appropriate in contexts where there is a salient decision problem such that ‘I
don’t have juice in the fridge’ makes salient a productive action alternative. Out of
the blue, it might be difficult to come up with such a context, but (63) is immediately
perfectly acceptable if a context is presented. For example, one of the interlocutors is
going on vacation tomorrow but needs to open a large carton of juice, so he worries
about the waste. Then the other interlocutor could utter (63) to provide a solution:
the vacationer could give his juice to the speaker.

There is a vast body of literature discussing the syntax and semantics of negative
indefinites such as kein in German, see Penka (2011) and many references therein.
Crucially for our purposes here, the contribution of the negative indefinite is assumed
to be made below AspP, and thus inside the scope of the Ffs. We can therefore
assume the following structure (following Penka’s proposal for concreteness, with
the negative indefinite being an element marked with a uNeg feature which is checked
by the iNeg of an unpronounced negative operator higher up in the syntax).

(64) a. Ich hätte keinen Saft.

11 In principle (63) could be ambiguous between (59) and (60). Importantly there is an accessible
reading of (63) which corresponds to (60), which is the crucial one here.
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b. TP<s,t>•u

T

presi

MoodP<i,<s,t>>q<i,u>•U

FFS<<i,st>,<i,st>>q<<i,<s,t>>,<i,u>>•U AspP<i,<s,t>>

Aspect<<ε,<s,t>>,<i,<s,t>>> vP<ε,<s,t>>

iche

¬iNeg v′<e,<ε<s,t>>>

v<ε,<s,t>,<e,<ε,<s,t>>>> VP<ε,<s,t>>

habe Saft

As the structure in (64) shows, the negation enters the computation below the free
factive subjunctive. Thus it becomes part of the meaning of the Ffs’s prejacent, and
we derive the meaning that we find empirically.

4.3 The free factive subjunctive and tense

Again it is necessary to note that I am following assumptions in von Roncador
(1988) on the nature of the German temporal system; in this case on the nature of
the Perfekt. I assume that the German Perfekt is ambiguous between a past tense and
a perfective interpretation.12 This explains why the Perfekt form of the free factive
subjunctive can occur both in contexts that have past reference as in (65) and (66),
and in contexts where it has a perfective interpretation as in (67).

(65) Context: A is babysitting for B who comes home much later than
agreed upon. A complains that he got thirsty while waiting.

B: Da
there

wäre
is.Ffs

Saft
juice

im
in.the

Kühlschrank
fridge

gewesen.
be.Pcpl

‘There was juice in the fridge.’
{ There was an opportunity connected to the fact that there was juice
in the fridge.

Speaker B’s utterance points out that at the time the salient decision problem existed
(what should A have done in order to alleviate his thirst while he was waiting for
B’s return?), there was a salient action alternative (namely open the fridge). This
action alternative was among the optimal ones at the time because there was juice in

12 This assumption is shared elsewhere, for example in Kratzer 1998.
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the fridge at that time. The semantics of the free factive subjunctive proposed above
straightforwardly predicts the correct meaning for (65).

Note that it is not relevant whether the juice is still in the fridge at the time of
B’s utterance. (66) illustrates a context where the juice has since been used up.

(66) a. Context: Two weeks ago, A rented B’s cottage for the weekend. Due
to scheduling conflicts, A arrived after all the stores in the area were
closed and was thus unable to buy any drinks. Since A’s return, B
has cleaned the cottage and has taken out all the leftover food and
beverages. A then calls up B to complain that there was nothing to
drink.

B: Da
there

wäre
is.Ffs

Saft
juice

im
in.the

Kühlschrank
fridge

gewesen.
be.Pcpl

‘There was juice in the fridge.’
{ There was an opportunity connected to the fact that there was juice
in the fridge.

In this context, B knows both that there was juice in the fridge at the time the decision
problem existed, and also that there is no longer any juice in the fridge.

(67) Context: A is making a documentary about people who used to drink
juice in the 1980s. B knows that C drank a lot of juice at that time.

B: C
C

hätte
has.Ffs

damals
back.then

Saft
juice

getrunken.
drink.Pcpl

‘C used to drink juice back then.’
{ There is an opportunity (now) connected to the fact that C used to
drink juice (back then).

I propose that the free factive subjunctive in (65) and (66) is interpreted as before,
with the exception of the interpretation of tense.

(68) ~Pastk~t,g is only defined if g(k)<t where t is the utterance time.
When defined, ~Pastk�t,g= g(k) (Heim 2014)

Thus, on the truth conditional dimension, the speaker proposes that she had juice at
a time g(k), the time picked out by the past tense. In order for the presuppositions of
the past tense to be satisfied, this time has to be prior to the utterance time. On the
not-at-issue dimension, the speaker signals that there is a world that is optimal with
respect to the salient decision problem (located at the time g(k)) and where the agent
performs the action made salient by the prejacent proposition shortly after g(k).
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(69) ~Ich hätte Saft gehabt�=
truth-conditional dimension [∃ Dg(k), ahave( juice,sp), g(k)<t] have(juice,
sp) at g(k)
hybrid dimension (empty after shunting)
expressive dimension ∃(w’,t’) ∈ Optg(∩ fDi(w)):
ahave( juice,sp)(w’,t’)=1∧ g(k)≺t’

Note that this gives us precisely the semantics we need: the interpretation of (69)
is exactly the same as that of the present tense case with the exception of the tense
itself.

On the other hand, the perfective interpretation in (67) comes about as follows.
First, I adopt the proposal for the perfect aspect given in Kratzer (1998) where
crucially the time of the event is prior to the reference time.

(70) Perfect: λP. λti. λws. ∃e1 (time(e) < t & P(e)(w)=1) (Kratzer 1998)

I assume the following structure.

(71) a. C hätte Saft getrunken.
b. TP<s,t>•u

T

presi

MoodP<i,<s,t>>q<i,u>•U

FFS<<i,<s,t>>,<i,<s,t>>>q<<i,<s,t>>,<i,u>>•U AspP<i,<s,t>>

Aspect<<ε,<s,t>>,<i,<s,t>>> vP<ε,<s,t>>

Ce v′<e,<ε<s,t>>>

v<<ε,<s,t>>,<e,<ε,<s,t>>> VP<ε,<s,t>>

hat Saft getrunken

Now Aspect receives a perfect interpretation, therefore we get the following seman-
tics for the AspP node.

(72) ~AspP�= λi. ∃e (time(e)< i & drink-juice(e,C))

Thus, the time of C’s juice-drinking (the ‘juice-drinking event’) is prior to the
reference time. Then computation happens as before. The node supplying the
reference time contains a present tense, and the resulting interpretation is that the
juice-drinking event finished before the utterance time. Crucially, the reference
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time for the interpretation of the free factive subjunctive is also the present tense,
yielding that the location of the decision problem is during the utterance time, and
that there are optimal worlds with respect to the decision problem where shortly
after utterance time, the agent performs the action alternative made salient by the
prejacent proposition. This corresponds to our intuition about the meaning of B’s
utterance in the context of (67): A can use B’s utterance to solve a decision problem
that exists at the time of the utterance.

5 Conclusion

In the literature on the German subjunctive, there is a general consensus that it is
lexically ambiguous between a reportative use and an irrealis use. In this paper I
have presented contents where the subjunctive receives neither a reportative nor an
irrealis interpretation. I proposed that there are in fact three distinct lexical entries for
the German subjunctive: the reportartive, the irrealis, and a free factive use. The free
factive use is limited as to the kind of contexts it can occur in, but it can productively
interact with other operators such as tense, showing that it is fully grammaticalized.
I showed that the free factive subjunctive is acceptable only in contexts where the
speaker is fully committed to the truth of the prejacent proposition. Of course this
makes it quite different from reportative and irrealis uses, which are both compatible
with the speaker not being committed to the truth of the prejacent. In addition to
being committed to the truth of the prejacent, the speaker must also believe that there
is a salient decision problem in the context.

6 Acknowledgments

to be added

7 Appendix 1: Background on decision theory

The intuitive notion of a salient decision problem that was introduced in section 2 is
spelled out in more detail here. In the decision theoretic literature, decision problems
are tuples consisting of a set of action alternatives A, a probability function pr, and a
utility function u (e.g. following Hansson 2005). Agents compare how good action
alternatives are compared to one another by calculating their expected utilities.

(73) EU(a)=
∑
w

P(w)×U(a,w)

In prose, the expected utility of an action alternative a is the sum of the probability
that a given state of affairs holds, multiplied by the utility of choosing a given that
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state of affairs. In a toy example, an agent is considering the action alternative open
the fridge. There are two relevant states of affairs: where there is juice in the fridge
and where there is not. The agent believes that it is somewhat unlikely that there is
juice in the fridge, so assigns a probability of .3 to this state of affairs. Therefore the
probability that there is no juice in the fridge is .7. Opening the fridge when there is
juice in the fridge has a high utility, e.g. 10. Opening the fridge when there is no
juice in the fridge has a low utility, say 2. The expected utility of open the fridge can
then be calculated as follows.

(74) EU(open fridge)= 10x0.3 + 2x0.7 = 4.4

On the other hand, let the agent consider the action alternative go to the corner store.
The corner store is almost always open (.9 probability that it is open), and almost
never closed (.1 probability that it is closed). Going to the store when it is open has
a utility of 8, and going when it is closed has a utility of 1.

(75) EU(go to corner store)= 8x0.9 + 1x0.1 = 7.3

When comparing the two action alternatives, the agent will come to the conclusion
that it is more rational to go to the corner store than to open the fridge, as it has a
higher expected utility (in non-technical terms, it has a higher likelihood of leading
to a satisfactory outcome for the agent).13

8 Appendix 2: Multiple ordering sources

We can translate the decision theoretic notion of expected utility into the perhaps
more familiar Lewis-Kratzer-Stalnaker framework of possible worlds. Decision
theory ultimately provides a way to rank action alternatives based on the agent’s
preferences and the probabilities she assigns to possible states of affairs. Using
a modal base and multiple ordering sources provides a similar kind of ranking
mechanism (cf. von Fintel & Iatridou 2008 for multiple ordering sources for weak
necessity modals).

First, we translate the agent’s probability function. Using the largest conflict-free
subset of the agent’s doxastic alternatives as the modal base, we can simulate the
probability function via two ordering sources. First, a stereotypical ordering source
g1 ranks the worlds according to (what the speaker believes) is normal. Then a
teleological ordering source g2 ranks them with respect to whether or not the agent
reaches her goal. Ranking the doxastically accessible worlds first by g1 and then

13 Note that this rather surprising outcome is entirely due to the way the utilities are assigned, as well as
the assumption that only a one-off action is allowed. Thus the agent could not first check the fridge
and then go to the store (which might be the intuitively most useful course of action).
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by g2 yields those worlds that are compatible with what the agent believes, where
things develop as normally expected, and where she reaches her goal.

The utility function can be simulated as a bouletic ordering source g3 which
ranks the remaining worlds (which are optimal with respect to both g1 and g2) with
respect to how well they satisfy the agent’s desires. Note that depending on the
nature of the agent’s desires, it may be useful to assume an effective preference
structure to avoid conflicts (cf. Condoravdi & Lauer 2012).14 Thus, we end up with
worlds that are optimal with respect to what the agent believes to be the case (g1),
where she reaches her goal (g2), and where her desires are optimally fulfilled (g3).
Whichever action alternatives the agent chooses in those worlds are those that are
‘optimal’. If the translation works, these should be exactly the action alternatives that
have the highest expected utility when calculated in a decision theoretic framework.

Note that by modelling decision problems in this way we seem to lose one
important aspect of decision theory: in the decision theoretic model, wanting an
outcome ‘enough’ can turn a particular action alternative into the rational choice.
For example, consider an agent who does not personally know any celebrity chefs. It
is extremely unlikely that this agent will be able to open the fridge and find a menu
prepared by a celebrity chef. However, if the agent assigns this action alternative
a utility of 50,0000 and a probability of 0.001, the expected utility of opening the
fridge to find a menu prepared by a celebrity chef is 50,000x0.001=50, which may
well be the highest expected utility among the action alternatives she is considering.
The multiple-ordering-sources model first ranks the worlds according to how normal
they are. Since worlds where celebrity chefs break into the agent’s apartment to
leave fancy meals in the fridge are very improbable, these worlds are not optimal
with respect to g1. Thus they are never considered by g2 or g3, and the worlds where
the agent checks in the fridge to find a gourmet meal are never optimal. However,
there is a way out: the new system can use ordering source promotion to yield the
same results. By promoting the bouletic ordering source g3 to order the doxastic
alternatives first, worlds where a celebrity chef breaks into the apartment are not
only not discarded, but they are in fact promoted to be among the optimal worlds. If
no non-chefs remain, the stereotypical ordering source g1 which comes in afterwards
can only distinguish within the chef-worlds which ones are the most normal. Thus
the result is the same.

14 The pertinent point of effective preference structures as discussed in Condoravdi & Lauer 2012 is to
provide a mechanism which can resolve potentially conflicting desires, such as I want to be lazy and I
want my work to be finished, in such a way that it is possible to determine an optimal action. This is
achieved by strictly ranking all conflicting desires for the purposes of making a decision.
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9 Appendix 3: Glossing conventions

Ffs – free factive subjunctive; Ind – indicative; KonjI – Konjunktiv I; KonjII –
Konjunktiv II; Pcpl – participle; Prt – particle.
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